
Schlage® 
advantages

When you choose Schlage® readers and credentials you 
can feel confident you’re making the right decision. We 
offer unique advantages that help your business thrive 
and make doing business easier.

We secure our access control 
application sector, but the rest of 
the sectors are open for you to work 
with any company you choose.

With Schlage mobile credentials, 
your customers can use their NFC-
enabled smart phone just like an 
ID card, and in many cases without 
replacing your existing readers.

OPEN 
architecture

QUALITY 
assurance

Quality control measures, 
advanced equipment and 
technology, and a no-fault 
replacement policy protect 
your investment.

MOBILE 
solutions today

FAIR 
pricing

No upcharges for services that 
should come standard...like 
CardTrax™ and our composite 
material cards that are more 
durable than ever and eliminate 
warping from high-heat printers.

WARRANTY 
limited lifetime1

Standard orders of cards 
and readers are shipped in 
24-48 hours.

Know you’re protected against 
defects in materials and 
workmanship under normal 
use and service.

24 HOUR 
shipments
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CUSTOM
programming

Permanently label ISO and 
clamshell cards with badge 
ID information, logos, pictures 
and text.

Program any smart cards and 
readers with your custom key 
format and proprietary bit 
format.

ENGRAVING
permanent laser

Schlage advantages

Use Schlage readers along with 
Schlage credentials

 § Simple lineup with only 7 SKUs but all of the 
technology options you need

 § Available in Wiegand and RS-485

 § All readers are FIPS 201 compatible by default

 § Multi-technology allows for easy transitions  
from one technology to the next

 § Create your own reader label with the custom 
reader label program

 § Color options and custom covers available

1 Warranty periods different for networked reader keypads, networked magnetic striped read heads, and magnetic stripe 

credentials.
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CARDTRAX 
card number  

tracking services

SECURE 
highest 

encryption 
available

Ensure facility code and badge 
ID combinations are unique and 
never duplicated on any other 
cards we make. Compatible 
with Corporate 1000™.

Schlage credentials using 
MIFARE® DESFire® EV1 
offer our highest level of 
security through the use of 
mutual authentication, key 
diversification, and encryption.


